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Building a Game with Unity and BlenderPackt Publishing, 2015

	Learn how to build a complete 3D game using the industry-leading Unity game development engine and Blender, the graphics software that gives life to your ideas


	About This Book

	
		Learn the fundamentals of two powerful tools and put the concepts into practice
	
		Find out how to designand...
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Program Arcade Games: With Python and PygameApress, 2015

	
		
			Learn and use Python and PyGame to design and build cool arcade games. In Program Arcade Games: With Python and PyGame, Second Edition, Dr. Paul Vincent Craven teaches you how to create fun and simple quiz games; integrate and start using graphics; animate graphics; integrate and use game controllers; add sound and...
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Applied Engineering Failure Analysis: Theory and PracticeCRC Press, 2015

	
		Applied Engineering Failure Analysis: Theory and Practice provides a point of reference for engineering failure analysis (EFA) cases, presenting a compilation of case studies covering a 35-year period, from the 1970s to 2012. This period spans the era from the time when slide rules were used routinely for...
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Autodesk 3ds Max 2016 EssentialsSybex, 2015

	Start animating right away with this tutorial-based guide to Autodesk 3ds Max 2016


	Autodesk 3ds Max 2016 Essentials is your perfect hands-on guide to start animating quickly. Using approachable, real-world exercises, you'll master the fundamentals of this leading animation software by following full-color screen...
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Mastering VMware Horizon 6Packt Publishing, 2015

	Unlock the advanced features and full power of VMware Horizon 6 to deliver the industry's most comprehensive end-to-end user experience


	About This Book

	
		Learn why a EUC strategy is important, what it can deliver, and the approach you should take when starting out with your own project
	...
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Appium EssentialsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Explore mobile automation with Appium and discover new ways to test native, web, and hybrid applications


	About This Book

	
		Use Appium to automate any type of mobile application from any language using any test framework
	
		Write a single script to perform automation testing on both Android and...
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Android TV Apps Development: Building for Media and Games (Protocollen Voor De Ggz)Apress, 2015

	
		
			
				This one-of-a-kind short book walks you through creating fantastic entertainment apps for one of the newest Android platforms. Android TV Apps Development: Building Media and Games will demystify some of the newest APIs and present the tools necessary for building applications that run on Android...
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More iPhone Development with Objective-CApress, 2015

	If you are looking to extend your iOS programming skills beyond the basics then More iPhone Development with Objective-C is for you. Authors Dave Mark, Jayant Varma, Jeff LaMarche, Alex Horovitz, and Kevin Kim explain concepts as only they...
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From Calculus to AnalysisSpringer, 2015

	This textbook features applications including a proof of the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra, space filling curves, and the theory of irrational numbers. In addition to the standard results of advanced calculus, the book contains several interesting applications of these results. The text is intended to form a bridge between calculus and...
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Python Game Programming by ExamplePackt Publishing, 2015

	A pragmatic guide for developing your own games with Python


	About This Book

	
		Strengthen your fundamentals of game programming with Python language
	
		Seven hands-on games to create 2D and 3D games rapidly from scratch
	
		Illustrative guide to explore the different GUI libraries...
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Honeypots and Routers: Collecting Internet AttacksAuerbach Publications, 2015

	
		As the number of Internet-based consumer transactions continues to rise, the need to protect these transactions against hacking becomes more and more critical. An effective approach to securing information on the Internet is to analyze the signature of attacks in order to build a defensive strategy. This book explains how to...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Windows 10 (Teach Yourself VISUALLY (Tech))Visual, 2015

	Learn Windows 10 visually with step-by-step instructions


	Teach Yourself VISUALLY Windows 10 is the visual learner's guide to the latest Windows upgrade. Completely updated to cover all the latest features, this book walks you step-by-step through over 150 essential Windows tasks. Using full color screen shots and...
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